It is shown that the range of a measure obtained by the addition of infinitesimal vectors is convex up to infinitesimal errors.
By a well-known theorem of Lyapunov, the range in Rn of a nonatomic totally finite vector-measure is convex (see [5] ). Recent developments in economics (see [3] ) have established the need for a similar theorem for a purely atomic measure on a *finite set A, where the measure of each atom a e A is a vector of infinitesimal length. The desired result is a corollary of the following theorem of Steinitz ([7, pp. 167-172] ; also see Let *R and *N denote the nonstandard models for the real numbers R and natural numbers N in a fixed enlargement of a structure that contains R. (See [6] .) We write a~¿> when a e *R, b e *R and a-b is infinitesimal, and we denote by \v\ the Euclidean distance of any vector v from the origin 0. Fix « e *N, n finite or infinite. If u and v are vectors in *Rn, we shall write w~y if \u-u|~0. Recall that a *finite set is a set for which there is an internal one-to-one correspondence with an initial segment of *N; such a set has all the "formal" properties of a finite set.
Theorem.
Let A be a *finite set, and for each aeA, let v(a) be a vector in n-space *Rn with «u(a)~0. so that, for eachj e *N with 1 ^j^p, 2*=i v¡~XS(A) where X e *R.
(ii) Given internal sets B^A and C<^A and given X e *R with 0<2<1, there is an internal set D<=-A with S(D)~XS(B) + (l-X)S(C). 
XS(B) + (1 -X)S(C) = XS(B -C) + (1 -X)S(C -B) + S(B n C).

